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1. Introduction

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is increasingly accepted for
dimensional quality control of industrial parts [1]. Nevertheless,
various error sources [2] contribute to uncertainty in the CT
measurement results and undermine the application of CT for
critical industrial measurement tasks. Misalignments in the CT
instrument geometry can introduce significant errors in CT
measurements [3]. While methods for the measurement and
compensation of CT geometrical misalignments are available in the
literature [4], their implementation typically relies on physical
adjustment of the CT instrument components—a complicated and
time-consuming endeavor that can lead to increased errors if not
performed correctly. In this study, we present a fast and
comprehensive method for measurement and software compen-
sation of geometrical misalignments in a cone-beam CT instru-
ment. The method is first applied to simulated CT measurements
on an industrial component. Then, the method is validated on
experimental CT measurements on an industrial CT instrument.

2. Cone-beam CT instrument geometry

stage axis of rotation, and flat-panel detector. Parameterizatio
the instrument geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. The X-ray sou
focal spot S is the origin of a global coordinate frame. The glob
axis is parallel to the sample stage axis of rotation and is posi
upwards. The global Z axis is given by the line from the origin 

intersects the axis of rotation orthogonally and is positive aw
from the axis of rotation. The global X axis follows the right h
rule. Position of the sample stage axis of rotation is given by R =
0, zR). Detector position is given by the coordinate location o
geometrical center D = (xD, yD, zD). The orientation of the dete
is defined by three extrinsic Euler rotation angles u, ’, h about a
parallel to the global X, Y, and Z axes, respectively, albeit with
center of rotation located at D and in the following order: (1) h
’, (3) u. Hence, the instrument geometry can be fully described
7 geometrical parameters: xD, yD, zD, zR, h, ’, and u. Conventio
tomographic reconstruction of data acquired by cone-beam
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Full geometrical alignment of CT instruments remains a complicated endeavor. This paper there
presents a fast and comprehensive method for determination and compensation of geomet
misalignments. First, a reference object, consisting of spheres mounted on a carbon fiber tube, is X
imaged at different angular positions. Subsequently, the misalignment parameters of the CT instrum
are determined by minimizing the residual errors between observed and modelled sphere ce
coordinates. Finally, the FDK-based tomographic reconstruction algorithm is adapted to account for
determined misalignment parameters. The paper discusses the fundamentals of the approach 

provides an experimental validation of its performance.
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The geometry of a cone-beam CT instrument can be defined by
seven geometrical parameters describing the relative position and
orientation of the three main components: X-ray source, sample
Fig. 1. Parameterization of the CT instrument geometry.
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 circular scanning trajectory assumes a nominal alignment of
instrument. In a nominally aligned CT instrument, the
nification axis coincides with the global Z axis and intersects
detector at its geometrical center; zD therefore, the full
ument geometry can be described by zR and zD.

ethod

he proposed method for measurement and compensation of
etrical misalignments consists of three major steps, summa-

d in Fig. 2. Radiographs of a reference object consisting of
res are acquired at different angular positions (1). The seven
geometrical parameters are determined by tracking the
tions of the sphere center coordinates (2). Radiographs of
kpiece(s) are acquired at the same position of the rotation
e and are subsequently reconstructed using a new flexible-
etry tomographic reconstruction algorithm for compensation

strument misalignments (3). Since kinematic errors can result
on-repeatable positioning and tilts of the sample stage, the
ple stage should not be translated between steps (1) and (3).

Reference object

he Computed Tomography Calibration Tube (CT2), developed at
University of Padua, is used as the reference object [5]. The CT2

ists of 49 grade 10 (ISO 3290-1) hardened stainless steel spheres
 48 reference spheres and 1 marking sphere) affixed along the
r circumference of a carbon fiber tube (Fig. 3). Spheres are
nged along ten ‘rings’ at various heights along the tube
drical axis. Sphere numbers within each ring increase
ter-clockwise. Numbering continues along subsequent rings
e negative Y direction. The center position of each reference
re in a local coordinate frame, the origin of which is at the
etrical centerof the sphere arrangement, is measured by tactile

dinate measuring machine (CMM), MPE = 2 + L/300 mm, where
he measured length in mm. In this study, the CT2was imaged at
720 equally spaced rotation positions of the stage.

uobs;m; vobs;m
� �

of spheres m = 1, 2, . . . , M are determined by
way of a dedicated image analysis procedure [6]. A separate ray-
tracing algorithm provides a corresponding set of modelled sphere
center projection coordinates umod; vmodð Þ given an initial set of the
seven instrument geometrical parameters and six “nuisance”
parameters describing the position and orientation of the
reference object in the instrument. Reprojection error given by
the sum of squared residuals between modelled and observed
center projection coordinates. Constrained minimization in
conjunction with global optimization tool Global Search [7] are
employed to minimize the reprojection error by iteratively
adapting, i.e. ‘solving’, the seven instrument and six reference
object geometrical parameters in the ray-tracing model.

3.3. FlexCT

The most common methods for CT reconstruction of data
acquired by cone-beam CT with circular scanning trajectory are
based on the Feldkamp–Davis–Kress algorithm (FDK) [8]. FDK is an
extension of the filtered back-projection algorithm (FBP), originally
developed for parallel-beam geometries, to the geometry of cone-
beam CT instruments. In FBP-type reconstruction methods,
radiographs are filtered independently and then back-projected
onto the voxel space to calculate a three-dimensional X-ray
attenuation map of the measurement volume. Processing of
radiographs and back-projection are geometry-dependent proce-
dures and their conventional implementation requires nominal
alignment of the CT instrument components.

The flexible-geometry tomographic reconstruction algorithm
(FlexCT) developed at KU Leuven is a modification of conventional
FDK to non-nominal instrument geometries. The measured instru-
ment parameters from the geometrical measurement procedure in
Section 3.1 are used to redefine the preprocessing of radiographs, i.e.
pre-weighting and the back-projection geometry. The output of
FlexCT is a volumetric grey value model of X-ray attenuation, which
can be easily imported into volumetric analysis software.

4. Validation

The efficacy of the proposed method is tested on simulated CT
measurements of a pipe connector and subsequently validated
experimentally on CT measurements of a ball plate (Fig. 4).

4.1. Simulations

Featuresof interestonthe pipe connectorare internal andexternal

2. Proposed method for enhanced CT dimensional measurements by
urement and compensation of instrument misalignments.

Fig. 4. CAD model of the pipe connector measured by simulated CT (left) and ball
plate for experimental validation (right).
3. The Computed Tomography Calibration Tube (CT2) reference object for
urement of CT instrument geometry.
Geometrical measurement procedure

he CT instrument geometry is determined by least-squares
imization of reprojection errors. For each radiograph of the
rence object n = 1, 2, . . . , N at its respective rotation position
of the stage, the observed center projection coordinates
diameters of Sections 1–4; and distance between flange holes within
the same flange. Threereference spheres (not illustrated) are addedat
the extremities of themeasurement volume forvoxel rescaling. An in-
house forward projection model is used for generation of the
radiographic images. Acquisition of the workpiece is first simulated
under nominal alignment of the CT components (where
zR = �364.282 mm and zD = �1027.003 mm), henceforth referred to
as the ‘aligned acquisition’. Radiographic images of the workpiece are
then generated under five ‘misaligned acquisition’ geometries
(Table 1). Projections were acquired at 3600 equally spaced angular
positions of the rotation stage. For each misaligned geometry, a
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separate 720-projection acquisition of the CT2 is also simulated. The
geometrical measurement procedure in Section 3.2 is performed on
the radiographs from each misaligned acquisition of the CT2 to
provide the set of solved geometrical parameters in Table 2.

Tomographic reconstruction assuming the nominal CT geometry
is applied to the aligned and misaligned acquisitions of the pipe
connectorusing Inspect-X reconstruction software (Nikon,UK). Dual
center of rotation estimation in Inspect-X is applied for nominal
reconstructions. Discrepancies in source-to-rotation axis distance
(zR) and source-to-detector distance (zD) between nominal and
misaligned acquisition geometry can be partially corrected by
implementing voxel rescaling [9]. Voxel scaling factors for each
misaligned acquisition of the pipe connector are determined from
center-to-center distance measurements on the three reference
spheres. A linear regression curve is fit to CT measurements of sphere
center-to-center distances plotted as a function of their respective
simulated values. Voxel scaling factors applied to reconstructed
volumes from each misaligned acquisition are as follows, in order of
simulation number: (1) 0.998, (2) 0.992, (3) 1.003, (4) 1.006, (5)
1.009. Reconstruction on the five misaligned acquisitions is also
performed using FlexCT, the geometrical parameters of which are
adapted to the measured values from Table 2.

The features of interest on the pipe connector are measured on
the nominally reconstructed datasets without and with voxel
scaling, henceforth ‘nominal’ and ‘rescaled’, and on the FlexCT-
reconstructed datasets. Results are compared to equivalent
measurements from nominal reconstruction of the aligned
acquisition. Volumetric grey value models are imported into
VGStudio MAX 3.0 (Volume Graphics, GmbH). An iso-surface is
generated by applying advanced ‘local’ thresholding. Four inner

diameters and four external diameters are measured by le
squares fitting cylinders to the respective surfaces. The positio
each flange hole is defined as the intersection of a cylinder fit to
hole surface and a plane fit to the mating face of the respec
flange. Ten hole-to-hole distances are measured: AB, CD, DE,
FG, FH, FI GH, GI, and HI. Errors of the measured values from
equivalent measurements on the aligned dataset are shown
Fig. 5 for diameter errors (left) and for distance errors (middl

While voxel rescaling provides reductions in both diameter 

distance measurement errors, it does not account for all geometr
misalignments as indicated by the further reductions of all error
below 1 mm in FlexCT reconstructed datasets. Also, in the sur
comparison (Fig. 5 right), extremities of the pipe connector 

exhibit errors after voxel rescaling, yet not with FlexCT.

4.2. Experimental validation

The method is applied to CT measurements on a 450 kV
instrument (Nikon XT H 450). The workpiece (Fig. 4 right) cons
of 15 grade 20 chrome steel 2.5 mm diameter spheres arranged
a carbon fiber plate in a dedicated pattern. Sphere positions on
workpiece were measured by CMM with a MPE of 2 + L/400 m
where L is the measured length in mm. A set of 720 radiograph
the CT2 was acquired for measuring the geometry of the 

instrument at a position of the sample stage chosen to maxim
the detector coverage of the projected workpiece. The sol
geometrical parameters for this position of the sample stage
shown in Table 3. The CT instrument was measured with
applying any intentional misalignments.

A set of 3142 radiographs of the workpiece was acquired at
same sample stage position as the radiographic acquisition of
CT2. Reconstruction of the workpiece is performed on Inspec
under nominal reconstruction geometry (where zR = 355.978 

and zD = 1028.451 mm are the values given by the CT instrum
and on FlexCT under the measured geometry shown in Table 3. 

nominally reconstructed data is evaluated without and with vo
scaling for comparison. A voxel scaling factor of approxima
1.0005 is obtained by applying the same procedure describe
Section 3 on the nominally reconstructed 720-radiograph acqu
tion of the CT2. Dual center of rotation estimation in Inspect-
applied prior to nominal reconstruction.

Sphere center-to-center distances, sphere radii, and sph
form are measured on volumetric grey value models of 

workpiece obtained from nominal, rescaled, and FlexCT rec
structions. The volumetric grey value models are converted 

surface models, which are then converted to point clouds of th
dimensional surface coordinates by applying a surface samplin

Table 1
Instrument geometrical parameters for five misaligned acquisitions of the test
object.

Simulated parameters

ZR/mm xD/mm yD/mm ZD/mm u/� ’/� h/�

Si
m
u
la
ti
on

1 �364.282 �0.259 �1.370 �1027.003 �0.6756 �0.0989 �0.7867
2 �362.874 0.623 1.882 �1029.583 0.5886 �0.8324 0.9238
3 �364.815 �1.492 0.829 �1026.446 �0.3776 �0.5420 �0.9907
4 �365.325 1.754 �0.059 �1023.660 0.0571 0.8267 0.5498
5 �366.396 �0.529 1.201 �1025.213 �0.6687 �0.6952 0.6346

Table 2
Solved instrument geometrical parameters from implementation of the geometri-
cal measurement procedure on five simulated misaligned acquisitions of the
reference object.

Solved parameters

ZR/mm xD/mm yD/mm ZD/mm u/� ’/� h/�

Si
m
u
la
ti
on

1 �364.262 �0.259 �1.370 �1026.948 �0.6753 �0.0989 �0.7867
2 �362.854 0.623 1.882 �1029.527 0.5884 �0.8317 0.9238
3 �364.799 �1.492 0.829 �1026.400 �0.3775 �0.5414 �0.9907
4 �365.305 1.754 �0.059 �1023.605 0.0572 0.8261 0.5498
5 �366.374 �0.529 1.202 �1025.152 �0.6685 �0.6946 0.6346

Table 3
Measured geometrical parameters of 450 kV CT instrument at a given position o
sample stage.

Parameter

ZR/mm xD/mm yD/mm ZD/mm u/� ’/� h/�

�355.631 0.078 1.314 �1026.694 0.298 0.230 0.0
Fig. 5. Diameter measurement errors (left) and flange hole distance errors (middle) and comparison of surface models (right) for nominal, rescaled, and FlexCT reconstructed
misaligned-acquisition datasets of the pipe connector.
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rvals of 1 voxel along each coordinate direction. The cloud of
t coordinates is further analyzed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.).
each sphere in the reconstructed workpiece, a sphere is least-
res fit to the point coordinates belonging to the surface of that
re. The distance between the centers is measured for all
binations of sphere pairs in nominal, rescaled, and FlexCT
nstructed datasets and compared to the equivalent CMM-
sured (reference) distances.
enter-to-center distance (C2C) errors relative to the reference
nces are shown in Fig. 6 (left). Errors in C2C measurements for
nominal dataset were as high as approximately 136 mm and
bited a length dependence, indicating a scaling error in the voxel
. Rescaling the voxel size removed the length-dependence and
ced the maximum error to approximately 78 mm. The C2C
surements in the FlexCT reconstructed dataset exhibit a further
rovement from the rescaled dataset, reducing maximum error to
oximately 21 mm. These results indicate that, assuming correct

 compensation by Inspect-X center of rotation procedure, voxel
aling does not account for the effects that out-of-plane detector
lar misalignments u and ’ have on CT measurements [3].
rrors in measured radii are shown in Fig. 6 (middle) for each
re in the reconstructed datasets. Radius errors were below
m for all reconstructed datasets. Voxel size rescaling increased
us errors by as much as approximately 0.7 mm from equivalent
i in the nominal dataset. Radius errors in the FlexCT recon-
cted dataset were consistently smaller by as much as 3.7 mm.
iations in radius errors among all spheres were smaller in the
CT reconstructed dataset than in both nominal and rescaled
sets. Radius errors varied by 4.4 mm in the nominal dataset, by
m in the rescaled dataset, and by 2.6 mm in the FlexCT dataset.
phere fit residuals between sphere surface coordinates and fit
re are used as a measure of reconstructed sphere form.
ograms of sphere fit residuals from all spheres in each
nstructed dataset are shown in Fig. 6 (right). Dashed vertical

 denote the 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles, corresponding to the lower
upper boundaries, respectively, for 95% of all sphere fit residuals.
l rescaling didnot significantlychangesphereform errors,while
re fit residuals in FlexCT reconstructed spheres were signifi-
ly lower.

onclusions

 fast method is proposed for measurement and compensation
ometrical misalignments of the CT instrument. Measurement

without voxel rescaling, and compared to the equivalent results
after applying the proposed compensation methodology. Center-
to-center distance measurement errors in the experimental
acquisition of a workpiece were reduced from a maximum of
approximately 136 mm under nominal reconstruction without
voxel rescaling and a maximum of approximately 78 mm with
voxel rescaling to below 22 mm under the proposed method.
Sphere radius errors were consistently reduced after compensa-
tion. Variations in sphere error after compensation varied by
2.6 mm, while the same errors under conventional reconstruction
varied by 4.4 mm and 4.6 mm without and with voxel rescaling,
respectively. Residuals between reconstructed sphere surfaces and
fit spheres were also significantly reduced under the compensation
methodology.

In this study, the proposed method is shown to significantly
reduce the effects of instrument misalignments on CT dimensional
measurements. Another important observation in this study is the
ineffectiveness of voxel rescaling to resolve these same effects.
Voxel rescaling is often termed ‘scale calibration’—a convention
that could potentially mislead some to assume the procedure is
sufficient for compensation of instrument misalignments.
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